India’s Nuclear Industry Pours Its Wastes into a River of Death and Disease
by Adrian Levy
Dec. 14, 2015: Scientists say nuclear workers, village residents, and children living near India’s mines and factories are falling ill after persistent exposure to unsafe radiation.
Key Findings
Indian and Japanese scientists have found that Indian citizens living downstream from the country’s enormous uranium mining and processing complex are routinely exposed to exceptionally high levels of radiation
The Indian government has either rebuffed or suppressed some of these findings, insisting that any illnesses are caused by poverty, not radiation
Evidence presented in confidence to a state court shows that the state-owned operations have repeatedly flouted international safety standards
Illnesses attributed by residents and local groups to the radioactive pollution include infertility and birth defects.
--------------
Jadugoda, Jharkhand, India – The Subarnarekha River roars out of the Chota Nagpur plateau in eastern India, before emptying 245 miles downstream into the Bay of Bengal, making it a vital source of life, and lately, of death.
Its link to widespread misfortune is not admitted by the Indian government.  But the authorities' role in the deaths of those who live near it first became clear when professor Dipak Ghosh, a respected Indian physicist and dean of the Faculty of Science at Jadavpur University in Kolkata decided to chase down a rural “myth” among the farmers along its banks.  They had long complained that the Subarnarekha was poisoned, and said their communities suffered from tortuous health problems.
When Ghosh’s team 7 years ago collected samples from the river and also from adjacent wells, he was alarmed by the results.  The water was adulterated with radioactive alpha particles that cannot be absorbed through the skin or clothes, but if ingested cause 1,000 times more damage than other types of radiation.  In some places, the levels were 160% higher than safe limits set by the World Health Organization.
“It was potentially catastrophic,” Ghosh said in a recent interview.  Millions of people along the waterway were potentially exposed.
What the professor’s team uncovered was hard evidence of the toxic footprint cast by the country's secret nuclear mining and fuel fabrication program.  It is now the subject of a potentially powerful legal action, shining an unusual light on India’s nuclear ambitions and placing a cloud over its future reactor operations.
A comprehensive new energy plan approved by the government in October declared that nuclear power is "a safe, environmentally benign, and economically viable source to meet the increasing electricity needs of the country."  Prime Minister Narendra Modi, while standing beside President Obama at a Paris conference on global warming Nov.  30, said "India is a very nature-loving country and we are setting out, as always, to protect nature in the world" while producing energy.
On August 21, 2014, however, a justice in this state’s court ordered an official inquiry into allegations that the nuclear industry has exposed 10s of thousands of workers and villagers to dangerous levels of radiation, heavy metals or other carcinogens, including arsenic, from polluted rivers and underground water supplies that have percolated through the food chain — from fish swimming in the Subarnarekha River to vegetables washed in its tainted water.
Given the absolute secrecy that surrounds the nuclear sector in India, the case is a closed affair, and all evidence is officially presented to the judge.  But the Center for Public Integrity has reviewed hundreds of pages of personal testimony and clinical reports in the case.  They present a disturbing scenario.
India’s nuclear chiefs have long maintained that ill health in the region is caused by endemic poverty and and the unsanitary conditions of its tribal people, known locally as Adivasi, or first people.  But the testimony and reports document how nuclear installations, fabrication plants, and mines have repeatedly breached international safety standards for the past 20 years.  Doctors and health workers, as well as international radiation experts, say that nuclear chiefs have repeatedly suppressed or rebuffed their warnings.
The industry's aim, according to local residents, has been to minimize evidence of cancer clusters, burying statistics that show an alarming spate of deaths.  The case files include epidemiological and medical surveys warning of a high incidence of infertility, birth defects, and congenital illnesses among women living near the industry’s facilities.  They also detail levels of radiation that in some places were almost 60 times the safe levels set by organizations like the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
However, India's Atomic Energy Commission, the country’s top authority, disputes these findings.  The Indian commission argues all problems at the nuclear complex have been corrected and that no cases of radiation poisoning have been proven.  But the court files include compelling stories of how residents have been stonewalled and criminalized, and their communities strong-armed, to ensure that nothing gets in the way of India’s nuclear dream.
Poor conditions for those who work or live near nuclear facilities have been largely unchanged for decades.  When we drove into Jadugoda, we quickly spotted laborers, barefooted, and without protective clothing, riding trucks laden with uranium ore through villages, their tarpaulins gaping and dust spewing.  Ore was scattered everywhere: on the roads, over the fields, and into the rivers and drains.  Uranium tailing ponds that dribbled effluent into neighboring fields were readily accessible, and children played nearby as their parents gathered wood.  Washed clothes hung from tailings pipes carrying irradiated slurry.  4 months after we left, last March, some of these pipes burst, again sending toxic slurry into Chatikocha village, where residents were supposed to have been removed, but remain.
Alarms about these activities were circulating as long ago as 2005, when India and the United States began work on a pact expanding cooperation on civil nuclear power.  A joint statement that year by President George W. Bush and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh about the pact included a promise to safeguard the environment.  But it hailed reactors as a way to meet “global energy demands in a cleaner and more efficient manner.”
The pact was signed by the 2 governments in October 2008, despite an American diplomat’s warning from Kolkata, in a confidential cable to Washington the previous year, that the Indian government’s “lax safety measures … are exposing local tribal communities to radiation contamination.”
Henry V. Jardine, a career foreign service officer and former Army captain, expressed blunt dismay in the cable about India’s “notoriously weak” worker protections and substandard safety procedures around mines.  If safety at civil nuclear projects like these was “an apparent failure,” Jardine wondered “what standards are being maintained in India's nuclear facilities not visible to the public.”
The Source of the Poisonings
Charting the trail of disease and ill health back to its source, Ghosh’s team learned that the alpha radiation they had recorded came from the mines, mills, and fabrication plants of East Singhbhum.  The district, whose name means the land of the lions, is where the state-owned Uranium Corporation of India Ltd is sitting on a mountain of 174,000 tons of raw uranium.  The company, based in Jadugoda, a country town 160 miles west of Kolkata, is the sole source of India’s domestically-mined nuclear reactor fuel.  The monopoly has allowed it to be both combative and secretive.
After starting work in 1967 with a single mine, the corporation now controls 6 underground pits and 1 opencast operation that stretch across 1,313 hilly acres, extracting an estimated 5,000 tons of uranium ore a day, generating an annual turnover of $123 million.  It supplies 9 of the reactors that help India produce plutonium for its arsenal of nuclear weapons.  It is thus considered vital to India's security.
The company crushes the ore below ground and treats it with sulfuric acid, transforming it into magnesium diuranate or “yellowcake,” which is then loaded into drums and taken to the Rakha Mines railway station.  From there, it is transported to the Nuclear Fuel Complex in Hyderabad, 861 miles to the southwest.  Workers ultimately process it into uranium dioxide pellets that are stacked in rods, inserted into reactors all over India.
Wherever uranium is extracted, anywhere in the world, from Australia to New Mexico, it is a messy, environmentally disruptive process.  However, the poor quality of ore eked out of these wooded hills means that, for every kilogram of uranium extracted, 1750 kilograms of toxic slurry, known as tailings, must be discarded into 3 colossal ponds.  Studies by scientists from North America, Australia, and Europe show that, while these ponds contain only small quantities of uranium, equally hazardous isotopes connected to uranium’s decay are also present, including thorium, radium, polonium and lead, some of which have a half-life of thousands of years.  Arsenic is a byproduct, as is radon, a carcinogen.
The tailing ponds in Jharkhand, Ghosh’s team and other scientists discovered, have never been lined with rubble, concrete or special plastics, as organizations like the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency have advised for domestic ponds.  As a result, their contents leached in winters into the water table.  Lacking a cap, the ponds evaporated in summers, leaving a toxic dust that blew over nearby villages.  35,000 people live in 7 villages that lie within 1.5 miles of the 3 huge ponds, most of them members of tribal communities.
Moreover, during the monsoon season, the ponds regularly overflowed onto adjacent lands.  Contaminants reach streams and groundwater that eventually tainted the Subarnarekha River, according to studies of the issue by Ghosh's team and other scientists.  Pipes carrying radioactive slurry also frequently burst, leaching into rivers and across villages, according to photographs taken by residents.  Lorries hired by the mines also dumped toxic effluent in local fields when the ponds were full, actions caught in photographs and on video taken by villagers and shown to the Center.
When Ghosh published his team’s results, there was no reaction from the mine or the Indian government.  A senior official in the U.S. State Department declined to discuss the contents of Jardine’s leaked cable, but said he was aware of criticisms about the uranium corporation.
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